Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to introduce a new method, based on certain domain perturbation operators, for solving free boundary optimization problems involving capacity and related free boundary problems for the Laplace equation. For the following minimization problem (which the author already treated by other methods in [1]), we obtain existence results and a method for numerically approximating the free boundary solutions. 
We seek a region (~ e Y which minimizes capacity in Y. Our existence result is i.e., tlT~d~)ll = IIf~ll. The usefulness of the operators T~:X-->X, 0 <or < 1, derives essentially from the fact that they are area-preserving and diminish capacity to first order in o. More precisely, we prove the following properties in Section 2.
Theorem 1. (a) There exists a unique region 0 ~ Y such that
~:dist(p.Fc,)= ~ " 9 ~ ~1 ~
